Introduction
============

Ovarian cancer is regarded as one of the most lethal neoplasm of all the gynecologic malignancies [@B1]. According to the American Cancer Society, an estimated 21,290 new cases of ovarian cancer and 14,180 deaths from the disease are expected in the U.S. in 2015 [@B2]. Epithelial ovarian cancer accounts for about 90% of all ovarian cancers. Most epithelial ovarian cancers are not diagnosed until they are at an advanced stage, resulting in a poor prognosis [@B3]. However, among all gynecologic cancers, this cancer has the highest response rate to chemotherapy. Many patients who undergo a combination of surgery and chemotherapy achieve complete remissions [@B4].

Although epithelial ovarian cancer responds well to first-line chemotherapy, recurrence occurs for more than half of these patients within two years after the chemotherapy. For advanced cancers (e.g. stage III/IV), 55% recur within two years, and over 70% of patients does within five years [@B5]. Median overall survival (OS) after recurrence is approximately two years. Post-recurrence treatment goals differ from that of first-line treatments owing to the difficulty for achieving a complete remission. These goals aim at extending OS as well as improving quality of life (QOL) and alleviating symptoms [@B6]. Chemotherapy is the main treatment option available for advanced or recurrent ovarian cancers. However, it remains unclear which chemotherapeutic agents contribute the most to a favorable prognosis.

Phase III clinical trials in oncology have several purposes, and these are (i) to compare new treatments to standard therapy, (ii) to determine how they affect patient QOL, (iii) to determine toxicity profiles, and (iv) to evaluate the economic consequences of implementing the new treatments. OS has long been regarded as reliable endpoint when selecting an optimal treatment regimen for cancer patients, however the increase in the number of available treatment options effected on OS time. A number of clinical trials for second- or third-line treatments of ovarian cancer, have been utilizing progression-free survival (PFS) as a primary endpoint instead of OS. However, significant improvement in PFS may not translate into a similar improvement in OS, it would be inappropriate to conclude that a non-statistically significant OS outcome in a randomized trial is evidence for the lack of clinical utility of an investigative approach that has been determined to improve PFS. [@B7]. Therefore, it is critical to understand the impact of therapeutic modalities after disease has progressed. Emerging evidence demonstrated the influence of post-progression therapies on patient outcomes, and PPS was expected to perform legitimate determinant of OS. In a study of phase III trials of first-line chemotherapy for advanced epithelial ovarian cancer, PPS was found to be more highly associated with OS than PFS, especially in recent trials [@B8]. Despite the favorable response to first-line chemotherapy in ovarian cancer, disease progression is frequent, and many receive second- and third-line treatments. However, little is known about the actual implications of PPS in second/third-line chemotherapy for this disease. We hypothesized OS is more appropriate endpoint compared with PFS among ovarian epithelial carcinoma treated with second/third-line chemotherapy.

For this study, we separated OS from phase III randomized controlled trials for second/third-line treatment of patients with advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer into PFS and PPS, and assessed the association of each variable with OS.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Literature search
-----------------

We performed literary search, and selection process was illustrated in CONSORT diagram (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We conducted a PubMed search (US National Library of Medicine) between January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2014. Search keywords included "ovarian carcinoma," "ovarian cancer," "clinical trial," and "chemotherapy." We only chose phase III randomized controlled trials and articles published in English. Selected publications for review compared at least two second- or third-line systemic chemotherapies. Treatments involving molecular-targeted agents for advanced epithelial ovarian cancer were included. In addition, we searched the reference lists of included trials and large, systematic reviews. Regardless of the availability of explicitly defined parameters, trials providing data for both OS and either PFS or time to progression (TTP) were included. Trials investigating immunotherapy regimens or hormonal therapies were excluded to exclude possible bias.

Data abstraction and clinical endpoint
--------------------------------------

Primary endpoints were analyzed in detail according to the definitions provided by the studies\' authors. The primary endpoint used for sample size calculation was used when no specific statement was provided by the authors. In line with recent reporting trends, we collectively referred the two endpoints (PFS and TTP) based on tumor assessment simply to PFS [@B9],[@B10]. Median OS and median PFS were extracted from all trials when data were available. The definition for median PPS was median OS minus median PFS for each trial. We obtained the following information from each report: i) the year of trial enrollment completion, ii) the line of treatment, iii) the number of patients in each treatment arm, iv) the number of treatment arms in each trial, v) the types of agents, vi) the ages of patients and vii) the number of patients with clear cell carcinoma.

The aims of this analysis were: to evaluate the correlation of OS and (PFS/PPS) in phase III randomized controlled trials of second/third-line chemotherapy for advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer, and to determine whether the aforementioned correlations changed depending on when trial enrollment was completed (before or after May 2003).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For all trial arms, the median was used to summarize the survival data. For each trial arm, the proportion of OS accounted for by PPS was calculated as:*100 (1 - median PFS \[mPFS\]/median OS \[mOS\])*. Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the association between mOS and either mPFS or median PPS (mPPS). Analyses were weighted by the number of patients in each arm to account for differences in sample size and patient characteristics among trial arms.

Additionally, all trials were divided into two groups on the basis of when trial enrollment was completed. Given that the median date of enrollment completion for the 22 analyzed trials [@B11]-[@B32] was April 16, 2003, trials were divided around this date (older trials included those from February 1995 until March 2003, and recent trials included those from April 2003 to April 2011) in order to evaluate a possible change in PPS, and to assess whether trial results were dependent upon the year of trial enrollment completion. Differences in the survival data between older and recent trials were determined by comparing the medians of survival data with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. All reported *p*-values correspond to two-sided tests. A *p*-value of \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Results
=======

Characteristics of the trials
-----------------------------

The literary search identified a total of 1,066 potentially relevant publications. Of these, 1,044 studies were excluded based on one or more of the following reasons: investigation of only immunotherapy regimens or hormonal therapies; examination of other malignancies or combined modality treatments (e.g. radiotherapy); non-randomized study; phase I or II trials; review articles, letters or commentaries; portrayal of subgroup analyses derived from other trials or equivalent content to similar retrieved studies; and phase III randomized controlled trials investigating first-line chemotherapy treatments. Review of the remaining publications yielded 22 trials, which satisfied the inclusion criteria for this study.

The main characteristics of these 22 phase III randomized, controlled clinical trials are summarized (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Treatment regimen assessed in this study is described in Supplementary table [1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A total of 8,121 patients with advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer were enrolled, with a median number of 313 (range 61-976) patients per study. The average age of patients was 59.8 years. A total of 13 trials used a primary endpoint based on tumor assessment (PFS or TTP), whereas eight trials used OS as the primary endpoint. In one trial, both OS and PFS were primary endpoints. Clear cell carcinoma is generally assumed as chemotherapy resistant tumor compared to serous adenocarcinoma, and we confirmed the proportion of this disease was low (Supplementary Table [1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer patients can be categorized as either platinum-sensitive or platinum-resistant with regard to their response to platinum-based chemotherapy agents. Trials containing either platinum-sensitive (n=9) or platinum-resistant (n=8) patients, as well as both (n=5), were included.

Median OS, PFS, and PPS of all trials and subgroups based on year of trial enrollment completion (older trials, up to April 2003; recent trials, April 2003 and later)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The survival data of all trials and trial arms according to the year of trial enrollment completion are summarized in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Trial enrollment completion dates were extracted from the study publications or their preceding publications when available. One study [@B17] had no trial enrollment completion data and was assigned January 1 of the year of the initial study publication [@B33]. Similarly, a study [@B25] that only provided the year of trial enrollment completion was assigned January 1 of the given year.

Across all arms (n=44), the mOS was 14.6 months, while the mPFS and mPPS were 5.8 and 9.7 months, respectively. Across older trials (n=21), the mOS, mPFS and mPPS were 14.2, 6.0 and 8.8 months, respectively. Across recent trials (n=23), the mOS, mPFS and mPPS were 15.2, 5.0 and 10.0 months, respectively. The mPFS was slightly shorter in recent trials compared to older trials (5.0 and 6.0 months, respectively, *p* = 0.0540), and the average mPPS was not significantly different between recent trials and older trials (10.0 and 8.8 months, respectively, *p* = 0.3533). The proportion of mOS accounted for by mPPS significantly increased from 58.5% in older trials to 68.1% in recent ones (*p* = 0.0050).

In evaluation of survival time according to platinum sensitivity, there were small number of study arm in either platinum-resistant (n=16) or platinum-sensitive (n=17) category and it was difficult to perform separate analyses according to platinum sensitivity, however the ratio of PPS/OS showed similar trend between platinum-resistant (64.9%) and platinum-sensitive (61.3%) (Supplementary Table [2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Relation between OS and either PFS or PPS
-----------------------------------------

Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} show the association between mOS and either mPFS or mPPS for all trials (44 arms, PPS/OS ratio: 63.3%), respectively. The mPPS was strongly correlated with median OS (*r* = 0.88, *p* \< 0.0001) as indicated by Spearman\'s correlation coefficient, whereas mPFS was moderately correlated with median OS (*r* = 0.72, *p* \< 0.0001).

The correlation between median OS and median PFS in recent trials (*r* = 0.64, *p* \< 0.0001) has weakened compared to older trials (*r* = 0.81, *p* \< 0.0001) and the correlation between mOS and mPPS in recent trials (*r* = 0.93, *p* \< 0.0001) is stronger in comparison to older trials (*r* = 0.84, *p* \< 0.0001).

Discussion
==========

OS has long been regarded as the gold-standard primary endpoint in assessing cancer treatment efficacy. However, a significant number of phase III clinical trials assessing first-line treatment for ovarian cancer have used PFS as a primary endpoint. While PPS has been found to be more highly associated with OS than PFS, especially in recent trials of first-line treatment for advanced or recurrent ovarian cancer [@B8], it remains unclear whether this holds true in the second- or third-line settings. Concerns about the use of PFS as a surrogate endpoint for OS are that PFS is highly tumor-dependent as well as treatment-dependent, in which surrogacy may need to be re-established for every new treatment class. Oza *et al*. have proposed three situations in advanced ovarian cancer where PFS is the preferred primary endpoint: i) when crossover or contamination of OS is expected, ii) when the absolute gain in PFS is clinically relevant, and iii) when PFS is supported by one or more additional endpoints such as OS or QOL [@B34].

Although PFS contains information about OS, PPS plays a critical role for making inferences about OS [@B35]. For instance, PPS has been reported to be influenced by progression patterns and to serve as a key in prognostic prediction as well as design of second-line trials in hepatocellular carcinoma [@B36]. In this study, the mPPS constituted more than half of the mOS, and the median proportion of OS accounted for by PPS increased by 9.6% over time (*p* = 0.0050). Our result demonstrated that mPPS is strongly associated with mOS, while mPFS show modest correlation with mOS especially in recent trials.

Other first-line trials have investigated the association between OS and PFS or PPS. In gastric and colorectal cancer, PFS has been approved as a surrogate endpoint on the basis that both diseases see a prolonged OS in patients as well as evidence of a strong correlation between OS and PFS [@B37],[@B38]. In advanced colorectal cancer, PFS was suggested as an appropriate surrogate for OS when improvements in OS accompanied improvements in PFS [@B39]. However, results from phase III clinical trials of first-line treatments for advanced NSCLC [@B10], along with breast [@B9], colorectal [@B39], and ovarian [@B34] cancer are similar to ours and describe a modest association between PFS and OS compared to a strong association between PPS and OS.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the association between OS and PFS or PPS in phase III randomized controlled clinical trials of second/third-line treatments for advanced or recurrent ovarian cancer. No definitive correlation between OS and PFS has been established in second- or third-line ovarian cancer treatment. When we assessed PFS and PPS, we can simultaneously demonstrate the association with OS. We encourage them to use OS as a primary endpoint rather than PFS because the association was strong, however PFS showed modest association with OS and salvage treatment may confound PPS. We should note PFS is still an optional surrogate marker for OS.

Our study has several limitations. First, the large number of heterogeneous trials creates the potential for several confounders. The general interpretability of the results would be challenged without adequate adjustment for patient characteristics that arise from differences in predefined eligibility criteria for clinical trial enrollment. Specifically, our analysis did not distinguish between platinum-sensitive and platinum-resistant ovarian cancer patients. Because platinum sensitivity influences OS greatly, no consideration of that status may have confounded our analysis. There were too few cases in either category to justify separate analyses that, as a consequence of the small sample size, would have been poorly powered, however the ratio of PPS/OS looked similar regardless of platinum sensitivity. No imbalance was detected overall or between older and recent studies including studies that had a pooled analysis for patients sensitive or resistant to platinum-based chemotherapy. Oza *et al*. found a correlation between PFS and OS in trials of first-line cytotoxic chemotherapy, however it remains unclear whether this holds true for trials incorporating molecular targeted agents [@B34]. While our study looked at second/third-line treatments, we did not distinguish between cytotoxic chemotherapy and molecular targeted agents, and thus our results may have been biased because both types of patients were pooled. Secondly, in characterizing the relationship between OS and endpoints based on tumor assessment, individual patient data are considered ideal; however, this study analysis was based on abstracted data. This was the case in part because we did not have full access to individual patient data. Nonetheless, the use of abstracted data from available publications enables independent replication of the analysis. Thirdly, disease progression is sometimes vulnerable to measurement error and the influence of bias in patient assessment. Also, there may have been inconsistencies in the quality of endpoint measurements based on tumor assessment (PFS or TTP) across centers and trials. Lastly, we regarded both PFS and TTP are the same variable in our study. In fact, PFS is defined as the time from randomization to objective tumor progression or death. TTP meanwhile censors death and is instead defined only as the time from randomization to objective tumor progression. If death does not occur during treatment, there is no difference between these two endpoints. In ovarian cancer, disease progression is seldom preceded by death. Thus, we determined PFS and TTP as interchangeable.

Our study demonstrated that the correlation between OS and PPS is strong while the correlation between OS and PFS is modest, and that this trend has become pronounced over time. Any correlation between PFS and OS in platinum-sensitive epithelial ovarian cancer remains inconclusive, and in platinum-resistant epithelial ovarian cancer, PFS is not a recommended endpoint over improved OS or QOL [@B34]. The OS of patients with advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer receiving second- or third-line therapy is not as prolonged as it is in other diseases because only a small proportion of patients undergo subsequent therapy after progression. Due to the limited number of post-trial therapies in second/third-line advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer, fewer confounding variables are expected in comparison to first-line trials, although newly invented treatment (e.g. PARP inhibitors) may be tested as a clinical trial. Given that the correlation between OS and PFS has become weaker in recent years, this study supports the selection of OS as an appropriate primary endpoint in clinical trials for second/third-line patients with advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer, however PFS is always reasonable surrogate of OS and our result supported its association.
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![Correlation analyses for the relation between median overall survival (OS) and median progression-free survival (PFS) in 44 arms evaluating patients (n=8,121) of 22 phase III trials for advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer. (A) All trials. (B) Older trials (trial enrollment completed between FEB1995 and APR2003). (C) Recent trials (trial enrollment completed between APR2003 and APR2011). Each dot area is proportional to the number of patients in each trial arm. The *r* values displayed are Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.](jcav09p0872g002){#F2}

![Correlation analyses for the relation between median overall survival (OS) and median post-progression survival (PPS) in 44 arms evaluating patients (n=8,121) of 22 phase III trials for advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer. (A) All trials. (B) Older trials (trial enrollment completed between FEB1995 and APR2003). (C) Recent trials (trial enrollment completed between APR2003 and APR2011). Each dot area is proportional to the number of patients in each trial arm. The *r* values displayed are Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient.](jcav09p0872g003){#F3}

###### 

Characteristics of the selected 22 phase III randomized controlled clinical trials for advanced or recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer

  Trial characteristics                                          
  ----------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------
  Median number of patients per trial                            313 (61-976)
  Average of median age (years)^a^                               59.8
  Median number of serous adenocarcinoma^b^                      101 (25-366)
  Median number of clear cell carcinoma^c^                       5.5 (0-28)
  Primary endpoint (number of trials)                            
  OS                                                             8
  PFS or TTP                                                     13
  Other                                                          1
  Classify types of platinum sensitivity (number of trials)      
  Sensitive to platinum                                          9
  Resistant to platinum                                          8
  Both sensitive and resistant to platinum                       5

^a^Four trials were excluded (data not shown)

^b^Ten trials were excluded (data not shown)

^c^14 trials were excluded (data not shown)

###### 

Survival data for all trials and trial arms grouped according to the year of trial enrollment completion

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Item             Overall\               2nd/3rd-line\          2nd/3rd-line\            *p*-value\*
                   n = 44                 (up to April2003)\     (April2003 and later)\   
                                          n = 21                 n = 23                   
  ---------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ -------------
  PFS(months)\     5.8 ( 2.3 - 22.0 )     6.0 ( 3.2 - 22.0 )     5.0 ( 2.3 - 12.0 )       0.0540
  Median (Range)                                                                          

  PPS(months)\     9.7 ( 3.6 - 34.0 )     8.8 ( 3.6 - 34.0 )     10.0 ( 5.7 - 28.7 )      0.3533
  Median (Range)                                                                          

  OS(months)\      14.6 ( 8.5 - 53.0 )    14.2 ( 10.3 - 53.0 )   15.2 ( 8.5 - 33.2 )      0.7600
  Median (Range)                                                                          

  PPS/OS (%)\      63.3 ( 25.6 - 86.7 )   58.5 ( 25.6 - 72.2 )   68.1 (55.6 - 86.7)       0.0050
  Median (Range)                                                                          
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\**p*-value obtained from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to determine whether there was a statistically significant difference between older and recent trial groups
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